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Vaccine Narrative Collapses as Harvard Study Shows Jab More Dangerous than COVID

By Jonas Vesterberg, October 09, 2022

As boosters that have not been tested on humans are being rolled out across the country, a
new study indicates that the jab is far more dangerous than COVID-19 itself. And the CDC
has provided false information regarding their tracking of adverse events linked to the
vaccines.

Western World Propaganda and Nuclear War Threat in Ukraine

By Irwin Jerome, October 09, 2022

The year 2022 has been an ideologically-deafening Tower of Babel year, not unlike that
described in the Bible in Genesis 11:1, where, since the beginning of human existence,
human language, thought and conflict has been forever victimized by a constant babble of
falsities & half-truths.

The Jabs, Are the Kids OK?

By Mark Taliano, October 09, 2022

The evidence is in. They are willfully killing and maiming and sterilizing us with these jabs.
Some of us know this. Most remain unconvinced. All holocausts are enabled by fence-sitters,
willful ignorance etc., and it is happening now. Never again is now.

US Troops in Dispute with Their Terrorist Mercenaries in Syria
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By Steven Sahiounie, October 09, 2022

The US-employed terrorists, Maghawir al-Thawra (MaT), have turned against their partners,
the US Army, stationed at al-Tanf base in the eastern Syrian desert.  On October 4, the
terrorists, who are employed as mercenaries by the US military, attempted to break out of
the illegal US base using a large-caliber machine gun on the pickup truck they were driving.

Kyiv Nazis Manage to Blow Hole in Crimean Bridge

By Kurt Nimmo, October 09, 2022

The corporate propaganda media in the West is celebrating the death of three people on the
Kerch Bridge, partially disabled last night in what might be described as a suicide bombing.

Zelensky’s Call for NATO “Preemptive Strikes” on Russia an Attempt to Spark WW3: Kremlin

By Zero Hedge, October 09, 2022

The Kremlin  blasted Ukrainian President  Volodymyr Zelensky’s  “preemptive strikes”  on
Russia remarks from the day prior, accusing him of trying to start a world war. Zelensky had
in  a  virtual  address  to  Australia’s  Lowy  Institute  urged  US-led  allies  to  conducted
preventative strikes on Russia so that “knows what to expect” if it used nuclear weapons.

The Devotees of Data Retention and Mass Surveillance

By Dr. Binoy Kampmark, October 09, 2022

It is a stinker in terms of policy, and unconvincing in effect, but the wholesale, indiscriminate
retention of telecommunications data continues to excite legislators and law enforcement. 
In the European Union, countries continue to debate and pursue such measures, despite
legal challenges.

Nord Stream Sabotage − ‘Cui Bono’? Who Benefits?

By Sara Flounders, October 09, 2022

Even though the pipelines were a joint Russian-German effort costing $23 billion, Ukrainian
and U.S. politicians and media immediately blamed Russia for the destruction. That this
charge  is  ridiculous  is  only  obscured  by  the  last  decades  of  fever-pitch  propaganda
slandering Russia and Vladimir Putin.
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Zbigniew Brzezinski: Drawing the Russians Into the Afghan Trap…

By Paul Fitzgerald and Elizabeth Gould, October 08, 2022

Despite the fact that the secret program had already been revealed by the CIA’s former
chief of the directorate of Operations for the Near East and South Asia Dr. Charles Cogan
and former CIA Director Robert Gates and was largely ignored, Brzezinski’s admission brings
attention to  a  glaring misconception about  Soviet  intentions in  Afghanistan that  many
historians would rather leave unexplained.

U.S. Buying $290M Worth of “Anti-Radiation Drugs” for Use in ‘Nuclear Emergency’. “Billions
in High-tech Weaponry to Ukraine to Strike Inside Russia”

By Chris Menahan, October 08, 2022

While Russia has issued statement after statement warning the US they will use nuclear
weapons to defend their territory and are “not bluffing,” the US has been shipping billions in
high-tech weaponry to Ukraine to attack Russian forces and strike inside of Russia.
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